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See how staffers from Westfield MS added 
variety to their spread by using different 
styles of modular coverage. 

G O  M A D  
F OR  MOD S
Feature stories, events coverage 
and profiles are all important 
examples of how we capture the 
year in a yearbook, but mods hold 
the key to increasing the number 
of students and stories included 
in your book. And, great coverage 
makes a great yearbook — one that 
everyone wants to own. 

Done right, mods can add creativity 
and layers of coverage to nearly 
every spread. Because they are 
varied and quick reads, mods fuel 
our interest and make readers keep 
turning pages looking for more.

Traditionally, most are related 
specifically to the spread topic,  
but some have standing labels 
that serve to advance the theme. 
Staffs often employ this mod type 
to make their books more inclusive. 
The ACD (all coverage device) may 
appear consistently in the same 
spot on spreads or may vary in 
size, shape and position. An ACD 
is not as much about covering 
more angles as it is about allowing 
more students to weigh in on a 
prescribed topic.

Why we love mods:
• Increase coverage

• Capture more voices through quotes

• Reflect the small moments that make 
your school what it is

• Make it easy to cover trends and opinions

• Add personality to spreads

• Provide contrast to longform coverage

• Carry the theme concept throughout

• Provide opportunities for visual interest 
and pops of color

• Allow you to make lower-quality photos 
look great

• They are easy to assign and complete, 
allowing several staffers to work together 
on multiple spreads

Square One
It’s an approach to yearbook design that 
harnesses the power of mods. Take a look 
at the templates in the Square One section 
of the eDesign catalog and you’ll see that 
each spread shares common elements: 
a dominant photo package, a dominant 
copy package and a series of mods, all 
separated by an equal internal margin.

LearnYBK.com
For more on how to use mods, go to our 
online curriculum at LearnYBK.com. 
Check out the Covering Your School and 
Layout and Design sections for ideas, 
inspiration and more.


